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Article Body:
Are you interested in hearing about the biggest internet scam in recent history? NO! Would you

This foundation for this breech of internet security started a couple of years ago as a gift f

A few weeks back a neighbor lady came to me venting her disapproval because some unknown and u
Questions 1: Did you buy and download (very key) any information from the internet. Usually a

Question 2: Did you knowingly enter into a binding contract with these people. Answer: ABSOLUT

Question 3: Did you read all the fine print including the ˆTerms and Services˜. Answer: NO, BU
After displaying the website it took the whole of about 15-20 milliseconds to see the scam. I

Here is how it works. Either through email or PPC or some other way you end up on a webpage th
Now this is great deal. What is not to like? Wait there is one more thing.

It only fair that

DA!? This is the internet remember. The keywords are digital, electronic, and downloadable. If

Now Question 2 comes into focus. Somewhere on the website there is a free trail offer (usually

Here comes the neat part. Look at question 3 again. Did you read the fine print included in th

It is the little check box down where you enter you credit card information for the handling a
Hold on, it only gets better. How many people do you know that really check their credit card
The moral of this story is simple. You must prevent this scam before it begins. In writing or

In other words if you are reading and understanding every word on a website, conduct your busi

Internet security is a serious matter that can only be controlled through knowledge by those p
Remember what Smokey the Bear says; ˆOnly you can prevent internet scams!˜ Well, if he didn´t
P.T. Barnum did say. ˆThere is a sucker born every minute.˜
I say on the internet there are one million suckers born every minute.
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